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Even when the mobile operator companies like AT&T and Verizon have decided to roll out their 4G
LTE networks for a while, Sprint has released the very much predicted phone of HTC, that is, Evo
with 4G LTE Android and which is predicted to be arriving within three weeks, by18th of May. The
HTC Evo is considered to be the final handset of Sprint's new 4G LTE-enabled trio which is
competing with the already established Samsung Galaxy Nexus and LG Viper.

10 cities including Dallas, San Antonio, Houston, Baltimore, Kansas, and Atlanta has been selected
by Carrier to bring a much faster 4G data standard. And it is presumed that only three phones will
be able to take the advantage of this speed and the names to be included are the HTCâ€™s Evo,
Samsungâ€™s Galaxy Nexus, and LGâ€™s Viper. This Sprint's HTC Evo 4G LTE is arriving with some
improvements done in comparison with the well establish and very famous smartphone HTC One X.

Both of the phones are enabled with 4.7-inch of Super-LCD touchscreen which can provide a 1280
x720 resolution facility. Both phones have rear Camera of 8 megapixel and front of 1.3 megapixel,
respectively. Both of the phones are also enabled with Snapdragon S4 processor of 1.5GHz with
dual-core, and are coupled with 16GB of memory plus option of external addition of extended
memory up to 32 GB with Micro SD card. One more feature which is common between HTC One X
and Evo 4g LTE is that both works on Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich operating system.

But in terms of strength HTC Evo 4G LTE is leading with aluminum unibody with a kickstand design.
And to support this type of screen resolution and features the Evo is boosted with a strong battery of
2,000 mAh. But the most amazing feature of this Evo which is for now restricted on to the Europe is
HD voice that means for the first time HD calls will be brought into usage and HTCâ€™s 4G LTE will
bring them to US. If we trust the rumors than the HTC Evo 4G LTE will going be released on May 18
with an exciting price of $199 with a two-year contract, exclusively through Sprint.

Check out the htc best seller handset â€“ htc sensation xl deals @
http://www.htcsensationxldeals.org.uk/
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